
FINALLY, PAYROLL AND BENEFITS ARE 
WORKING TOGETHER.

Input data once and it updates everywhere. 

THE ONLY REAL-TIME INTEGRATION OF 

PAYROLL AND BENEFITS FOR CANADIAN 

BUSINESSES. 

WANT MORE INFO? 

VISIT US AT TANDEMINTEGRATION.CA OR 

EMAIL TANDEMSALES@PAYWORKS.CA

  SIMPLIFIED PREMIUM RENEWAL 
Rate changes for each benefit are automatically integrated into payroll, meaning 
premium renewal time just got a lot less stressful.

40% MORE TIME SAVINGS 
Conveniently update everything from employee records to benefit 
contributions in 40% less time. Skip unnecessary steps, including printing 
benefit files and manually calculating employee contribution rates.

ACCURACY EVERY TIME 
Employee records and benefit changes sync automatically so your data is 
always accurate, eliminating the need to manually reconcile each pay period.

Canada’s leading payroll and benefit platforms have developed a truly synchronized solution 
so you can manage your payroll and insurance data effortlessly.

TANDEM IS POWERED BY



See what our clients are saying about the convenience, time savings and expert service 
they’ve experienced using Tandem.

BECAUSE YOU’VE ALWAYS BEEN 
EXPECTED TO DO TWO THINGS AT ONCE.

Input data once and it updates everywhere. 

“Tandem has streamlined our payroll and benefits administration, and applying 
employee benefits rate changes is really simple. With the Payworks and 
Johnston Group platforms synchronized, we save time and know that our data 
is accurate. If we do need help, there is a knowledgeable service rep available.”

Julie Borkowsky, K.K. Penner Tire Centers

“Tandem saves me valuable time. I can simply enter or update employee 
data once and it is applied to both my payroll and benefit screens. I 
appreciate all of the help and support I have received from their expert 
service team. I can get on with running my business knowing that they are 
there, which is just excellent service.”

Siona Gartshore, Banff Tea Co.

TANDEM IS POWERED BY

DATA INTEGRATION THAT GIVES BACK 

TWICE AS MUCH AS YOU PUT IN.

WANT MORE INFO? 

VISIT US AT TANDEMINTEGRATION.CA OR 

EMAIL TANDEMSALES@PAYWORKS.CA


